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-one parent acts exasperatingly happy with matching expressions such as , as happened [s/ed] [to] 

toward C.C.  

-primary father matches C.B./B.H. (the perpetrator’s) identity  

-primary father believes himself to be very close to his romantic partner but practices public infidelity; 

and sees himself as a ladies man; that practices multiple sexuality versions of intercourse   

-primary father is confused about his gender unlike t.b.; and isn’t sure if he is male or female; as a grown 

adult and usually rests before getting too female  

-t.b. is the younger sibling; and is not close to her older sister; her older sister has come out as a lesbian; 

and at some point in time, t.b.’s parents decide that t.b. has to become a boy, and if even going through 

a gender change operation; because otherwise they won’t have enough [wealth]. At around this time, 

t.b. meets a person that she starts dating; so she starts going through the gender change process as she 
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starts dating the person she’s met. She’s in a straight relationship but is going through the gender 

change process.  

-t.b.’s name was changed to t.b. by her parents from a name that started with an A; (similar to other 

such murders of this type) 

-t.b.’s parents hired a hitman, or hitmen; to kill t.b. as she moved through the gender change process … 

because they wanted her to move out; and she didn’t want to do it, because she owned the house they 

lived in; and it was the only form of wealth that she had. They filed a report that they believed it was 

their right to hire a hitman/hitmen since they had asked her to leave; and she wouldn’t leave; and since 

they had raised her they believed  the house was [now, instead] theirs … 

-this poses the point and problem, that these “parents” may not actually have been t.b.’s parents and 

[this has, did, …] became(come) more noticeable at the time that she started dating and seriously dating 

her one romantic partner; …  that is they (her “parents) started posing problems when she started 

dating her one romantic partner; before that they didn’t cause too many problems, … based on her 

memory: there is also the possibility that she was grabbed from her actual family at some point, in some 

type of social situation (movie-like) and couldn’t recall because of her age at the point of time of 

grabbing; this hypo-jinx builds another perpetuating estimation of guess, which is the entry of elongated 

and public crime … 

 

 

theme: do you know what a girl, woman is uh down there; the “librarian” stalker[s] is/[r] back again 

to kill more people with fake children; no I am you and they say this a-loud. Uh, I’m not dead; no 

offense to the deceased or something 

theme accompanying music citation: life is a highway rascal flatts  
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(resulting dangerous and severely unjust homicide) directly correlated to the time sequence of dating 

her romantic partner this quarantined in time sphere with gender change enforcement – points us to 

guilt in the non-actualizing lgbtiq “community” and as opposed to the actualized and actualizing lgbtiq 

community  

 

Questions to consider, investigate: what time period did the actual murder take place in [if even in 

stages], where is the sister; and how did the romantic dating partner of t.b. identify his sexuality. Also 

who got the house [after murder]; and as review: how is actual ownership verified [outside of titles, too].  

 

Q/A. did someone specifically unjustly 

Die, and-or experience life over a property, a house, wealth, their identity, other such issues; then/-an 

usually as just a basic review; they own it, and that too. . . &[and] is someone lying about having that 

unjust experience[s] without having it: then … what? [r you still stealing those such victimized [their] 

properties, identities, etc. [in as…physics: ] what happens next in term of existence/non-existence] 


